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Biography

Arman Akdogan

Felix Madrazo

IND [Inter.National.Design] is an architecture office founded in 2007 with its base in Rotterdam, The
Netherlands. After Rotterdam, inn 2010 IND has established its branch office in Istanbul Turkey. IND
name reflects on the background difference of its founding partners Felix Madrazo (Mexico)and Arman
Akdogan (Turkey). It deploys a fusion of cultural influences that combine at least European, Latin
American and Asian references of knowledge in architecture, urban planning and research.
Founding partners studied at the Berlage Institute, Postgraduate school of Architecture in Rotterdam
between 2000-2002. After their graduation (until the foundation of IND) both collaborators worked in
Netherlands with two recognized offices. Felix Madrazo at OMA with Rem Koolhaas and Arman Akdogan
at West 8 with Adrian Geuze. During their practice, they leaded several architecture and urban planning
projects. Arman Akdogan was part of the winning design of Rotterdam central station in 2004 (now under
construction) with Adriaan Geuze. As well as guest curator of Architecture Biennale Rotterdam 2005 under
the title of Mare Nostrum, Turkish pavilion. Also Felix Madrazo as a guest curator (with Supersudaca) El
Caribe pavilion. Felix Madrazo is also co founder of urban research foundation (think-tank) Supersudaca
since 2002.
After the fourth year of graduation, founding members met again in an environment of competition for their
own professional practices. They collaborated for the winning design van guard housing competition in
Ceuta, initiative of Ministry of Housing in Spain. The after phase of the competition of large social housing
project continued in construction in 2008. The intense engagement in professional practice gave a
momentum for both partners for the foundation of IND [Inter.National.Design].
IND`s ambition is not only to be concerned of the mere essence of architectural practice but also in
parallel to engage in social aspects of development in architectural philosophy through research,
analyses, generation of visions for the cities which are confronting with progressive growth. With this
tendency IND was involved in several commissions in Architecture, Urban planning, Exhibitions,
Research, Workshops, Art installations, Publications and currently is a supporting partner of think tank
group Stichting Supersudaca.
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